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Summary

This thesis explored methods to extract biological knowledge for pathway cu-
ration efficiently. While many platforms host scientific knowledge, scientific
literature remains the central pillar of existing scientific knowledge. Scientific
literature, for quite some time now, has been growing at an ever-increasing
pace. With existing access constraints, this growth poses challenges for re-
searchers to obtain knowledge efficiently.

The use case in this thesis is pathway curation. Pathways are like biological
maps that show how different parts of a living organism work together. In this
thesis, I explore other methods to facilitate and structure knowledge so that a
pathway curator has unrestricted access to existing knowledge next to access
to scientific knowledge.

In Chapter 2, we explore biological pathways and how the field of bioinfor-
matics helps in pathway curation. Bioinformatics plays a role in organizing
biological knowledge in formats that serve automatic pipelines. We also men-
tion that pathways evolved from mere illustrations in discussions among peers
towards full-fledged models that can be used in research pipelines to process
and assess findings. Chapter 3 describes a text-mining pipeline that semi-
automatically identifies potential pathway parts. These parts were presented to
pathway curators, who validated their relevance and extended the scrutinized
pathway with novel features. Text mining leads to structured data from loosely
structured. Other approaches from the field of Bioinformatics lead to a myr-
iad of structured data formats. Chapter 4 presents a representation of pathway
knowledge on a framework that, next to the data, also formally captures its
semantics. This framework makes rapid integration with other structured data
sources possible. Chapter 5 follows up on the linked-data concept introduced
in Chapter 4. In that chapter, we describe how an online linked-data platform,
called Wikidata, is used as a hub in linking similarly structured linked data
resources, as the one described in chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 6 describes a
protocol to document the linked data. This is because while the knowledge is
structured and formalized as linked data, the underlying schema of linked data
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Summary

remains implicit. By using formal language describing linked-data schemas,
curators and data owners alike can formally describe expectations from the
data and what is offered by the data. This allows for rapid validation of ex-
pectations.

The thesis started its exploration from loosely structured scientific knowledge
towards a structured representation of data and expectations.
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